ob-van advanced

live & sport multi-cam ingest

news & studio

SOLUTIONS

ob-van mini master

control
playout automation

NEWS & STUDIO PRODUCTION
KEY BENEFITS

✓✓Up to 16 Ch in 1 single video server
✓✓NewsEdit for instant rendering in
real-time; graphic, video & audio
editing

✓✓Easy integration into existing 3rd
party systems (AVID Interplay
Integration)

✓✓4K UHD Ready
✓✓Modular system - all from 1 source:

GENESIX NewsEdit, GENESIX TDIR,
GENESIX Graphics, GENESIX ABRoll, GENESIX Transfer Manager …

✓✓Customized and tailored solution
for any project - cost-effective

✓✓Future proof: IP based ST 2022-6,
2022-7, 2110

✓✓Time saving Transfer While Capture

with all Codecs (NAS, Storage, USB
HDD, Mobile Storage)

✓✓Program and Clean feed recording
native included at 1 glance

✓✓Open system through MOS, VDCP,

GPI, TCP/IP (highly smart scalability)

✓✓Codec support: XDCAM, ProRes, P2,
DNxHD, XAVC, AVC-Intra, H.264 …

✓✓Multiple clients without additional
license costs

✓✓
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5 year guarantee & Care Packs

Fast and smooth workflows as well as an up to date system matter most for high-professional news and studio broadcasting results. This is where STRYME steps up with its
ultra reliable all-in-one GENESIX VideoServer combined
with its easy to use GENESIX software and products to increase your production experience to the maximum level. A
cost-effective, guaranteed seamless and fast to air workflow to distribute your content.

Ingest, MAM and Playout in 1 single
Server with up to 16 channels HD
simultaneously.
With our open and supplementary system, broadcasters
like you gain a state-of-the-art news and studio solution.
Our cutting-edge products support you to be simultaneously
ready for the future’s digital demands. STRYME offers an
open, scalable and modular industry-leading 16 channel
video server with easy to use tools for maximum profitability,
such as drag and drop, an intuitive, clear and user-friendly structure. To easily keep an overview on your workflow - with a native centralized multichannel platform to
control all your channels - on just one or multiple screens.
GENESIX‘s innovative software helps you to transfer the files in an extraordinary speed. Features such as Program
and Clean feed recording, flexible integration into 3rd
party systems, MOS at a central storage, 4K UHD Ready,
efficient GENESIX ABRoll to connect and visualize channels, GENESIX Edit While Capture for delivering the right
clips in an instant and GENESIX NewsEdit without rendering time are included in the package. The best is yet to
come: everything comes in real-time from a modular system, which will exceed your expectations.
Beyond doubt, everything you need to distinguish your
News & Studio Production at a glance!

RELATED PRODUCTS

✓✓GENESIX VideoServer
✓✓GENESIX Media Asset Management
✓✓GENESIX NewsEdit
✓✓GENESIX Graphics
✓✓GENESIX Ingest
✓✓GENESIX Studio Playout
✓✓GENESIX TDIR Commander

✓✓GENESIX ABRoll
✓✓GENESIX Transfer Manager
(Transfer While Capture)

✓✓GENESIX Edit While Capture
✓✓GENESIX Support
✓✓GENESIX 5 year guarantee
✓✓GENESIX Care Packs
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LIVE & SPORT PRODUCTION
KEY BENEFITS

✓✓8 in / 4 out in 1 single video server
✓✓cost effective solution with integrated
TDIR / SloMo for highlight generating
while recording

✓✓Sport Live to easily copy simultaneously all camera perspectives

✓✓Time saving Transfer While Capture

with all Codecs (NAS, Storage, USB
HDD, Mobile Storage)

✓✓Easy integration into existing 3rd
party systems (AVID Interplay
Integration)

✓✓Codec support: XDCAM, ProRes, P2,
DNxHD, XAVC, AVC-Intra, H.264 …

✓✓Future proof: IP based ST 2022-6,
2022-7, 2110

✓✓4K UHD Ready
✓✓Open system through MOS, VDCP,

GPI, TCP/IP (highly smart scalability)

✓✓Edit While Capture for instant editing

with all Codecs and for all NLEs
(Final Cut, Premiere Pro, AVID Media
Composer)

✓✓5 years guarantee & Care Packs

STRYME’s Live & Sport solution is especially designed for all kind of sports and live events. Preparing and
finalizing the output material of Multi-Cam input, the program is also best equipped to process material that is
still in production.

Just rely on the out-of-the box 8 in /
4 out GENESIX VideoServer and
GENESIX TDIR Commander for
around-the-clock precision
provided for your Live & Sport
solution.
With GENESIX live-production-infrastructure the experience of Live Events is identical as being on-site physically. This is guaranteed by GENESIX‘S technology of
speed, precision and reliability.
Our up-to-date Live & Sport solution enhances your production to the maximum level. With our state-of-the-art
GENESIX TDIR Commander – with SloMo for highlight
generating while recording at multichannel usage completed with SloMo playback - Live events are produced
with precision and sophistication for the detail. Especially our 8 in / 4 out in 1 Single Server ensures high-quality output. Features such as GENESIX Edit While
Capture for instant editing with all Codecs and for all
NLEs, optional augmented graphics of 3rd party and
Codec’s such as XDCAM HD, ProRes, P2, DNxHD,
H.264 are native components of this solution.
Broadcasting live and sport events has never been such
an easy workflow!
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RELATED PRODUCTS

✓✓GENESIX VideoServer
✓✓GENESIX Media Asset Management
✓✓GENESIX TDIR Commander
✓✓GENESIX Sport Live
✓✓GENESIX Ingest
✓✓GENESIX Studio Playout
✓✓GENESIX Edit While Capture

✓✓GENESIX Play While Capture
✓✓GENESIX Transfer Manager
(Transfer While Capture)

✓✓GENESIX AVID Interplay Integration
✓✓GENESIX Support
✓✓GENESIX 5 year guarantee
✓✓GENESIX Care Packs
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MASTER CONTROL /
PLAYOUT AUTOMATION
Enhance your Master Control / Playout Automation
workflow with STRYME in order to optimize and simplify
your entire program planning, completed by 1 single ingest and playout system as well as graphic design using
its innovative GENESIX VideoServer.

GENESIX is the smartest playout, program planning and graphics solution
that reduces your programming workflow to a few simple steps.
STRYME’s Master Control / Playout Automation solution is an efficient, cost-effective and easy-to-use solution
to step up your program management - offering complete functionality for a 24/7 operation. STRYME simplifies the product range, playlist programming and playout to incorporate the right logo and graphics solution
at a predetermined time into clips. Furthermore, a SDI and

H.264 transport stream is used to internally transmit the signal to your customers’ devices. Additionally, the Loudness
war is ending through integrated Loudness Management.
To ensure optimum compatibility, STRYME adds to its programming workflow the GENESIX Playlist Scheduler, GENESIX Graphic Package and GENESIX Playout Automation to plan clips and program content, fade in dynamic
graphics and enable a fast and precise broadcasting. The
GENESIX VideoServer ensures reliable operation as well
as integration into existing infrastructures and workflows and supports all industry-standard codecs and
formats, thus guaranteeing maximum compatibility and
flexibility.

KEY BENEFITS

✓✓Up to 16 Ch in 1 single video server
✓✓Reduced programming time through
innovative Playlist Scheduler

✓✓Incredible channel branding solution
(logo and graphics) & Graphic
Composer

✓✓SDI / IP Playout, H.264 transport
✓✓Automated playout for speed and

In the broadcasting industry, STRYME software solutions
have become synonymous with state-of-the-art broadcasting, automation and control technology made in Austria.
With flexibility and versatility GENESIX hones the edge of
your Master Control Playout!

simplicity

✓✓Easy integration into existing 3rd

party systems (planning system XML/
MOS)

✓✓Loudness Management - loudness

normalization according to EBU R128
and ATSC A/85 recommendations

RELATED PRODUCTS

✓✓GENESIX VideoServer
✓✓GENESIX Media Asset Management
✓✓GENESIX Playlist Scheduler
✓✓GENESIX Graphics
✓✓GENESIX Advanced Graphic Composer
✓✓GENESIX Playout Automation
✓✓GENESIX SAW
✓✓GENESIX Loudness Management
✓✓GENESIX Transfer Manager
(Transfer While Capture)

✓✓GENESIX Support
✓✓GENESIX 5 year guarantee
✓✓GENESIX Care Packs
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✓✓Infinite Loop-Recording newsfeed
local

✓✓As-run log to protocol actual playlist
✓✓Open system through MOS, VDCP,

GPI, TCP/IP (highly smart scalability)
& Secondary Events

✓✓Sophisticated, all-in-one failsafe 24/7
solution at a reasonable price

✓✓Time saving Transfer While Capture

with all Codecs (NAS, Storage, USB
HDD, Mobile Storage)

✓✓4K UHD Ready
✓✓Codec support: XDCAM, ProRes, P2,
DNxHD, XAVC, AVC-Intra, H.264 …

✓✓Future proof: IP based ST 2022-6,
2022-7, 2110

✓✓ 5 years guarantee & Care Packs
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MULTI-CAM INGEST /
OB-VAN ADVANCED
With STRYME’s ultra-slim 2U – up to 16 HD Channels GENESIX VideoServer your company can easily speed
up and simplify OB-Van productions of sports, news and
other live programs. Speed and simplicity, efficiency and
flexibility as well as maximum usability and reliability are
top priorities for streamlining workflows, especially when it
comes to live HD productions. With GENESIX you are on
the safe side. It is cost-effective and compact, an ideal
high-tech solution for the confined spaces in OB-Vans.

Everything your broadcasting needs
for a highly flexible Multi-Cam Ingest /
OB-Van Advanced solution in a 2U up
to 16 HD Channels video server.
To simplify and optimize editing synchronized recordings
from several camera settings (simultaneous Multi-Cam
Ingest) are copied in parallel to an external NAS storage,
using time-saving GENESIX Transfer While Capture function. GENESIX Edit While Capture enables users to keep
the suspense of live moments by delivering the right clips
in an instant. For quick and easy retrieval, the cutting-edge
GENESIX AutoNaming function automatically names and
categorizes clips and camera settings in logically structured
(sub-) directories, sets up and customizes individual user
profiles and reuses clips at a later stage or for other productions. To offer cutters a clear and user-friendly structure. For
efficient Multi-Cam Ingest, all – up to 16 - grouped ingest
channels are started simultaneously.

Start now to benefit from a sophisticated, all-in-one failsafe
solution that ensures uninterrupted live broadcasting at a
reasonable price. The GENESIX VideoServer is integrable fast, simple and user friendly into existing processes.
Through its IP based (ST 2022-6, 2022-7, 2110) technology it grants a future proofed operation. Your ideal choice for
precise broadcast studios on the move!

KEY BENEFITS

✓✓Space saving 2U video server for

speed up & simplifying OB-Van live
production

RELATED PRODUCTS

✓✓GENESIX VideoServer 2U (16 Ch SD/HD)
✓✓GENESIX Media Asset Management
✓✓GENESIX Ingest
✓✓GENESIX AutoNaming
✓✓GENESIX Edit While Capture

✓✓GENESIX Transfer Manager
(Transfer While Capture)

✓✓GENESIX AVID Interplay Integration
✓✓GENESIX Support
✓✓GENESIX 5 year guarantee
✓✓GENESIX Care Packs

✓✓Simultaneous Multi-Cam Ingest
up to 16 Ch

✓✓4K UHD Ready
✓✓Edit While Capture for instant editing
with all Codecs and for all NLEs (Final Cut, Premiere Pro, AVID Media
Composer)

✓✓Auto Naming for naming and

categorizing clips, ready to use for
structured editing

✓✓Time saving Transfer While Capture

with all Codecs (NAS, Storage, USB
HDD, Mobile Storage)

✓✓Codec support: XDCAM, ProRes, P2,
DNxHD, XAVC, AVC-Intra, H.264 …

✓✓Easy integration into existing

3rd party systems (AVID Interplay
Integration)

✓✓Open system through MOS, VDCP,

GPI, TCP/IP (highly smart scalability)

✓✓Sophisticated, all-in-one failsafe
solution at a reasonable price

✓✓5 years guarantee & Care Packs
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OB-VAN MINI
KEY BENEFITS

✓✓Sophisticated three-piece: GENESIX
VideoServer + 1 laptop + 1 pickup

✓✓

GENESIX VideoServer up to
8TB/320h@50 Mbps

✓✓ 8 in / 4 out
✓✓Instant mobile editing on a Laptop
with all Codecs and for all NLEs
(Final Cut Pro, Premiere Pro, AVID
Media Composer), no additional
storage needed

✓✓NewsEdit for editing and instant
rendering in real-time

✓✓
✓✓5 years guarantee & Care Packs
4K UHD Ready
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STRYME offers the perfect solution for cost-effective and
space saving outside broadcasting production. The slim
fit all-in-one system is a three-piece persisting of 1 GENESIX VideoServer, 1 laptop, 1 pickup.
Hereby, no additional storage or mixer is needed. 8 in /4
out, GENESIX NewsEdit at a laptop for instant mobile
editing and rendering in real-time with reduced time to air,
and a powerful GENESIX TDIR Multichannel Commander make it the best possible Multi-Cam Ingest Mini OB-Van
solution a broadcaster can ask for. To grant endless state-ofthe-art outside broadcasting!

RELATED PRODUCTS

✓✓GENESIX VideoServer
✓✓GENESIX Media Asset Management
✓✓GENESIX Ingest
✓✓GENESIX NewsEdit
✓✓GENESIX TDIR Commander
✓✓GENESIX Sport Live
✓✓GENESIX Studio Playout
✓✓GENESIX Edit While Capture
✓✓GENESIX Support
✓✓GENESIX 5 year guarantee
✓✓GENESIX Care Packs
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STRYME GmbH
Dovskygasse 5/2, 1130 Vienna | Austria
P +43 1 968 11 62 00 | F +43 1 968 11 62 99
E office@stryme.com

www.stryme.com
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